Summary

Creator: Byron, George Gordon Byron, Baron, 1788-1824

Title: Traduzione del Lamento di Torquato Tasso di Lord Byron e Riposta di Leonora di Gaetano Polidori

Date: 3 Agosto 1817

Size: 1 volume (27 manuscript pages), 24 cm; 1 volume (27 manuscript pages), 24 cm

Abstract: Fair-copy bound holograph manuscript of Gaetano Polidori, including an Italian translation of Byron’s Lament of Tasso, an original Italian poem, and a dedication to Frederick North, fifth Earl of Guilford.

Physical Location: *Pforz 558L 20


Scope and Content Note

Fair-copy bound holograph manuscript of Gaetano Polidori, including an Italian translation of Byron’s Lament of Tasso, an original Italian poem, and a dedication to Frederick North, fifth Earl of Guilford.
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